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Abstract

Belief functions approach has a significant interest in audit literature. In this article, we present an evidential network for aggregating audit evidence based on belief function approach. This evidential network represents the structure of audit evidence for inventory account auditing. We used propagation of belief functions in an evidential network for aggregation of audit evidence. This approach help the auditors make an efficient and effective audit and it shows the relationship between audit evidence and audit risk. This study consists of three steps. In the first step, we reviewed the auditing literature which has relevant issues with this study. In the second step, we briefly gave information about Markov tree construction process and belief functions. In the third step, we created an evidential network which illustrates aggregating process for inventory account audit in a manufacturing company in Turkey. For this aim, we constructed a Markov tree. We used real audit files and we made use of auditors who are responsible in this case. We compared our evidential network results and auditors opinions which are represented in audit report. According to our study’s result, our evidential network reflects auditors’ professional judgement based on the audit evidence.
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1. Introduction

Mathematical representation of the relationship between the audit risk and the audit evidence is one of the most important topics in auditing literature. Audit risk model in the SAS 47(AICPA 1983) does not give a detailed explanation about the nature of this relationship. The proper determination of this relationship is an important issue to improve the audit quality and audit efficiency. Basically, audit risk is a result of combining the information which is provided by audit evidence. Audit evidence reflect the auditors’ examinations which are relevant to management assertions on accounts of financial statements. An audit evidence may associate with more than one account, it may also associate with more than one management assertion. An audit risk illustrates the network structure that is based on the audit evidence and this network represents auditor’s professional opinions. In other word, an audit risk is a result of an auditor’s judgement process on management assertions in the light of audit procedures.

Using of Bayesian probability approach refers to a certainty about errors and misstatements’ presence in an account. For example, if the auditor assigns a 0.25 value for inherent risk, under the Bayesian probability approach, it means the account is not materially misstated with 0.75 percent. Represantation of the auditor’s ignorance which is related an issue based on Bayesian approach is different from the real world. Bayesian interpretation of audit risk model were subject of critism due to not fully reflecting the audit evidence uncertainty (Leslie, 1984; Akresh, Loebbecke & Scott 1988; Srivastava &Shafer, 1992). Belief function approach seems to be an outstanding discussion topic in auditing literature. Belief functions offer a flexible framework aggregating information from audit evidence and they reflect the uncertainty of audit evidence.

Belief functions approach has found many application opportunities in auditing (Srivastava, Mock, Pincus & Wright 2012; Srivastava, Mock & Gao 2011; Desai, Roberts and Srivastava 2010; Mock, Sun, Srivastava & Vasarhelyi 2009; Srivastava & Liu 2003). Srivastava (1995) studied propagation of belief functions which belongs to the audit evidence in network structure. Srivastava (1995) used Kong’s (1986) algorithm which illustrates Markov tree construction to represent account receivables. Srivastava’s (1995) study is important for representation of relationship between audit risk and audit evidence because his study shows a propagation of
belief. Thus, his study makes it possible to explain auditors’ audit judgement.

There are limited studies in this area, our study aims to contribute to the literature. Besides, there are not any studies in a developing country. Thus, we chose Turkey as a study field. In this study, we took Srivastava’s study (1995) as a theoretical model. The Black Economy is a serious problem in Turkey, because it is a hidden part of the economy, where private cash transactions go unreported, and therefore untaxed. Thus, one of the significant audit issues in manufacturing companies is inventory account auditing in Turkey. For these reasons, we dealt with inventory account in our study. Legal authorities in Turkey, as Ministry of Finance, criticize auditors judgements about this issue, thus we tried to explain Turkish auditors’ professional judgements toward inventory account. We developed an evidential network which aggregates the audit evidence for inventory account auditing in a manufacturing company in Turkey. This study was conducted from December, 2010 to December, 2012. We examined whether the auditors achieved results with our evidential network’s results which based on belief functions. The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. In section one, we reviewed relevant auditing literature. In the second part of this study, we gave a brief information about construction of Markov tree and belief functions regarding to our aim. In the third part of this study, we created an evidential network with a Markov tree approach for inventory account audit and we aggregated whole information which are presented by audit evidence in the audit work file. We compared our results and auditors’ professional opinions which were presented in the audit report. In the last section of this study, we discussed results and limitations.

2. Literature Review

Srivastava and Shafer (1992) discussed the structure of audit evidence that corresponds to a network of variables based on an audit risk model. According to them, the variables in the structure demonstrate different audit aims, accounts and financial statement as a whole. Srivastava and Shafer (1992) argued the limitation of Bayesian audit risk interpretation and they offered belief function approach for the audit risk (plausibility of material misstatement) model. They showed propagation of belief functions (m values) from the financial statement and accounts to the audit objectives in an ‘and’ tree. Their study is a significant concept for the auditing literature because they proposed an aggregation process for audit evidence pursuant to SAS 47 (1983). Their study have some limitations due to their simplifying assumptions. They considered only binary variables and they assumed each account or audit objective is equally important.


Desai, Roberts and Srivastava (2010), according to the section 302 of SOX requirement, proposed an analytical model for external auditor evaluation of the internal audit function that is based on belief function approach. Their internal audit function model was based on SAS 65 (AICPA, 1991) and PCAOB AS No.5 (PCAOB, 2007). Gao and Srivastava (2011) investigated the management fraud in financial statements and they separated fraud schemes: account schemes and evidence schemes. They used SEC allegations of fraud in Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Releases (AAERs) issued during the period 1997 and 2002. Srivastava, Mock and Gao (2011) used belief function approach for fraud risk assessment. Fukakawa, Mock and Srivastava (2014) discussed assessing the risk of fraud at Olympus case in 1999 under the belief function approach. Their study have two levels: overall financial statement level and account level. They used Gao and Srivastava’s findings in 2011. They used current standards for this case. All these studies show that there has been a substantial attention in the practice of belief function in the audit literature.

3. Belief Functions And Markov Tree

In this study we use belief function approach and Markov trees’ properties. A Markov tree is an algorithm which is depicted by sets of nodes and edges. According to the definition of Markov tree, \(N\) denotes nodes, \(E\) denotes edges and \(H\) denotes variables’ subsets which based on belief functions. \((N,E)\) represents a tree and when \(N\) and \(N'\) are 2 district nodes in \(N\) that \([N,N']\) is an edge. In other words \([N,N']\in E\) and \(N\cap N'\neq\emptyset\). If \(X\) is variable in both \(N\) and \(N'\), \(X\) is in each node on the route from \(N\) to \(N'\). Shenoy (1991) and Srivastava (1995) illustrate the construction process of Markov tree regarding pseudo-Pascal as given below:
For i = 1 to n do (n is the number of variables in X)
begin
pick a variable from set Vi-1 and call it Xi
u: u – {Xi}
Gi: \( \bigcup \{ N \in H_i | X_i \in N \} \)
Fi: Gi - {Xi}
N: N \cup \{Hi-1 | X_i \in N\} \cup \{Fi\} \cup \{Gi\}
E: E \cup \{\{N, Gi\} | N \neq Gi, X_i \in N\} \cup \{\{Fi, Gi\}\}
Vi: Vi-1 - {Xi}
Hi: \{N \in H_{i-1} | X_i \notin N\} \cup \{Fi\}
End.

In this algorithmic rule, each cycle delivers a Markov tree and in this study our aim is to construct a Markov tree. In this definition, it should have nodes in the tree as little as reachable. A Markov tree is an efficient way to propagate beliefs. We used Kong’s (1986) “one-step-look-ahead” method to construct a Markov tree. In every iteration, Kong’s method chooses a variable Xi that is yield Gi with the minimal number of variables.

The belief functions are based on mathematical theory of evidence ‘Dempster Shafer theory of belief functions’ (Shafer, 1976). This theory is based on the works of Arthur Dempster (1960) and Glenn Shafer (1976). This theory is especially relevant to both our study and the auditing as it focuses on evidence and evidential reasoning. Belief function, as distinct from Bayesian probability theory, can represent ignorance. While in the probability theory, ignorance situation is showed by assigning equal probabilities to the all possible outcomes, in the belief function theory ignorance situation is showed by a vacuous belief function. According to the belief functions approach, we use \( \Theta \) notation for the representation of a frame (sample space) which an comprehensive and reciprocally specific set of feasible values of the variable. For example, \( \Theta = \{I, \neg I\} \) is a frame with two elements in which ‘I’ represents the inventory account balance that is not materially misstated and ‘\neg I’ characterized as the inventory account balance that is materially misstated. According to the belief function approach, we can assign values (basic probability assignment-m values) to a subset of elements of frame. Basic probability assignment (bpa) is a function of ‘m’ and ‘bpa’ is representing the mathematical information in a belief function. The sum of all m values for all subsets of the frame is equal to 1 which allikes Bayesian approach. In auditing m values represent auditors’ judgements based on audit evidence. For example, if the auditor believes there is no evidence to indicate the inventory account balance that is not fairly misstated and he/she assigned a 0.8 level of support based on who performed analytical procedures that implies remaining 0.2 level of support is uncommitted. We can represent this situation:

\[ m(I)=0.8, m(\neg I)=0, m(I, \neg I)=0.2, m(\emptyset)=0 \]

Belief function term mathematically represents each subset of frame and auditor’ beliefs in the subset. Belief in a subset B of a frame determines the total belief one has in based on the evidence represented through m values. It is defined as \( \text{Bel}(B) = \sum_{X \subseteq B} m(X) \) (Desai, Roberts and Srivastava, 2009). For instance according to example presented above

\( \text{Bel}[I]=m(I)=0.8, \text{Bel}[\neg I]=m(\neg I)=0.2 \) and \( \text{Bel}[\emptyset]=m(\emptyset)+m(\neg I)+m(I, \neg I)=1.0 \)

According to the belief functions theory, a zero belief means there is no evidence to support the suggestion and there is lack of evidence. This property is different from Bayesian probability theory because in probability terms it means that the suggestion can’t be true and it expresses impossibility. In the belief functions theory, plausibility function for Bel is defined by

\( \text{Pl}[I]=1-\text{Bel}(\neg I) \)

In this notation the palusibility of I is a degree to which I is plausible based on evidence- the degree to which we do not misbelieve I or assign belief to its negation \( \neg I \) (Srivastava, 1995). In our example, if the auditor completes
ignorance about inventory account balance that it means Bel[I]=0 and Pl[I]=1. In the belief function approach, the auditor can use Dempster’s rule of combination for combining items of audit evidence which likes a Bayes’ rule (Shafer, 1976). When it is considered two substantive items of evidence (m1 and m2 for this frame), the combined m value for a subset A of frame using Dempster’s combination rule is given by:

\[ m(A)=\frac{1}{K-1} \sum \{m_1(B_1) \cdot m_2(B_2)|B_1 \cup B_2=A, \} \]

where K=\[\sum \{m_1(B_1) \cdot m_2(B_2)|B_1 \cap B_2=\} \]

K shows the conflict between m_1 and m_2 (items of evidence). K=0 means each item of evidence is contradictory to other and in this situation we can not use Dempster’s combination rule.

3. An Application of Inventory Account Auditing

In this part of the study, we illustrate using of belief functions approach for inventory account auditing. According to this aim, we made an evidential network which represents inventory account auditing. In this study, we use a real case data from a Turkish manufacturing company. We followed Srivastava’s study (1995). In the first step, we examined audit files about inventory account balance. According to the audit files, auditors made 13 audit tests based on 4 audit procedures. In this case, the auditors team consists of 6 auditors:1 senior manager, 1 supervisor, 2 seniors and 2 assistant staff. Their experience durations are 8 years, 5 years, 3 years and 1 year, respectively.

It is aimed here to make an evidential network in audit of inventory account to determine the association between the variables and the elements of audit evidence based on audit procedures. We created an evidential network. For representation of evidential network, we constructed a Markov Tree by using Kong’s algorithm (1986). In auditing concept, an inventory account consists 5 managerial assertions: existence-occurrence, completeness, rights and obligations, presentation and disclosure, valuation or allocation. It connotes that the inventory account balance is not materially misstated when the existence and properly valuation of audit objectives of the account have been fulfilled. In other words, if the auditors decide that the inventory exists and properly valued then they accept the inventory account presented fairly. Figure 1. demonstrates the evidential network for the audit of inventory account. Each audit test in audit field is a confirmation intended one or more specific management assertions. For example, if the auditors make a test for monitoring the client’s physical inventory, this audit evidence gives some information about existence and rights assertions. We showed related tests and related management assertions in Figure 1. We used two important propagation processes that are vacuous extension and marginalization. If m values are forwarded from a smaller node to a bigger node then we used vacuous extension. If m values are forwarded from bigger node to a smaller node then we used marginalization concept. In this study, we represented eight variables: I, E, V, EO, CP, RO, PD, VA. We used ‘AND’ relationship between these variables. An ‘AND’ relationship intimates that the variable on its left is met if only the variables on its right are met (Srivastava, 1995). We used a circle with ‘&’ notation in it to represent an ‘AND’ node with same principle. Our general notation is similar Srivastava’s notation. We used capital letter(s) to symbolize variable’s name (such as ‘I’ represent Inventory) and small letter(s) to symbolize its values.

Table 1 represents a construction of Markov tree steps according to the Kong’s one-step-look-ahead algorithm. Each step represents an iteration for relevant variables. As a result of this algorithm, we created the Markov tree in Figure 2. Figure 2. is an illustration of audit evidence relations. Propagation of m values (belief functions) in the Markov tree in Figure 2. was showed in table 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. For example we showed aggregation of belief functions for existence and rights assertions in Table 7. We wanted the auditors to assign m values for audit evidence. We used their m values and we applied these figures to our evidential network. Basically m values represent level of supports of audit evidence based on audit procedures. Each audit procedure consists of different tests and each test result represents different m values subsequent management assertions.

According to the Figure 1, after aggregating all the audit evidence in audit files the whole m values at node 1 is provided by ( see the end of Table 7):

\[ m_1(I)\cdot m_1(\bar{I})=0.79 \quad m_1(\bar{I})\cdot m_1(\bar{I})=0 \quad m_1(\bar{I})\cdot m_1(\bar{I})=0 \]

The corresponding belief and plausibilities are asserted by (see Srivastava and Shafer 1992 for explanations):

\[ Bel_1(I)=0.79 \quad Bel_1(\bar{I})=0 \quad Bel_1(\bar{I})=1 \]

and

\[ Pl_1(I)=1- Bel_1(\bar{I})=1 \quad Pl_1(\bar{I})=1- Bel_1(I)=0.21 \]

These outcomes point out that the total belief 0.79 that the inventory account balance is not materially misstated and a plausibility 0.21 that account materially misstated. According to Srivastava and Shafer (1992), we obtained 0.21 risk that the inventory account materially misstated. We reviewed audit report about inventory account.
According to the audit report there is no important problems in inventory account and it is fairly represented based on US and TR GAAS. In other words, our evidential network can reflect auditors’ opinions in this case.
Table 1. Markov tree construction process for the figure 1

\[ X = \{I, E, V, EO, CP, RO, PD, VA\} \]
\[ H = \{\{I\}, \{E, V\}, \{EO\}, \{CP\}, \{RO\}, \{PD\}, \{VA\}, \{PD, RO\}, \{I, E, V\}, \{V, VA, PD\}, \{E, EO, CP, RO\}\} \]

**Initialization:**
\[ V_0 = X, \quad H_0 = H, \quad N = \emptyset, \quad E = \emptyset \]

**Iteration Number**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration Number</th>
<th>( X_i ) and ( G_i ), where ( G_i = \bigcup {N \in H_{i-1} \mid X_i \in N} )</th>
<th>Number of elements in ( G_i )</th>
<th>( X_i, G_i, F_i, N, E, V_i, H_i ) with the minimal number of elements in ( G_i ) employing the algorithmic rule in Section 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( CP: {CP, EO, RO, E} )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>( X_1: {I, E, V}, F_1 = G_1 \setminus X_1 = {E, V} ), ( H_1 = {E, V}, {EO}, {CP}, {RO}, {PD}, {VA}, {PD, RO}, {E, EO, CP, RO} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( E: {E, V, EO, CP, RO, PD} )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>These new nodes to be supplemented to ( N ) are: {VA}, ( G_2 ), ( F_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( EO: {EO, CP, RO, E} )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>( E ), ( {I, G_1, F_1} ), ( {G_1, F_1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( I: {I, E, V} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>( F_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( PD: {PD, VA, V, RO} )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>( V_2 = V_1 \setminus X_2 = {E, V, EO, CP, PD, RO} ), ( H_2 = {E, V}, {EO}, {CP}, {RO}, {PD}, {VA}, {PD, RO}, {V, VA, PD}, {E, EO, CP, RO} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( RO: {RO, CP, EO, E, PD} )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>( G_3 ), ( {G_2, F_2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( V_1: {E, V, PD, VA, RO} )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>( VA: {V, PD, V} ), ( {E, EO, CP, RO} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( VA: {V, PD, V} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>( G_4 ), ( {G_3, F_3} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Markov tree construction process for the figure 1 (Continued)

\[ X = \{I, E, V, EO, CP, RO, PD, VA\} \]
\[ H = \{\{I\}, \{E, V\}, \{EO\}, \{CP\}, \{RO\}, \{PD\}, \{VA\}, \{PD, RO\}, \{I, E, V\}, \{V, VA, PD\}, \{E, EO, CP, RO\}\} \]

**Initialization:**
\[ V_0 = X, \quad H_0 = H, \quad N = \emptyset, \quad E = \emptyset \]

**Iteration Number**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration Number</th>
<th>( X_i ) and ( G_i ), where ( G_i = \bigcup {N \in H_{i-1} \mid X_i \in N} )</th>
<th>Number of elements in ( G_i )</th>
<th>( X_i, G_i, F_i, N, E, V_i, H_i ) with the minimal number of elements in ( G_i ) employing the algorithmic rule in Section 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( CP: {CP, EO, RO, E} )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>( X_5: {I, E, V}, F_5 = G_5 \setminus X_5 = {E, RO}, {EO}, {CP}, {RO}, {PD}, {VA}, {PD, RO}, {E, EO, CP, RO} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( E: {E, EO, RO} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>( VA: {V, PD, V} ), ( {E, EO, CP, RO} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

219
7 \( \text{EO:} \{\text{EO, RO}\} \)
\( \text{RO:} \{\text{RO, EO}\} \)
\( V_6 = V_5 - X_6 = \{\text{EO, RO}\} \)
\( H_6 = \{\{\text{EO}\}, \{\text{RO}\}, \{\text{RO}\}, \{\text{EO, RO}\}\} \)

These new nodes to be supplemented to \( N \) are: \{\text{EO}\}, \{\text{RO}\}.
These new edges to be supplemented to \( E \) are: \{\{\text{EO}\}, \{\text{RO}\}, \{\text{RO}\}, \{\text{EO, RO}\}\}.

V_7 = V_6 - X_7 = \{\text{RO}\}.
H_7 = \{\{\text{RO}\}, \{\text{RO}\}, \{\text{RO}\}\}.

8 \( \text{RO:} \{\text{RO}\} \)
\( X_8: \text{RO} \)
\( G_8 = \{\text{RO}\} \)
\( F_8 = G_8 - X_8 = \{\emptyset\} \)
No new nodes to be supplemented to \( N \).
No new edges to be supplemented to \( E \).

\( V_8 = V_7 - X_8 = \{\emptyset\} \)
\( H_8 = \{\emptyset\} \)

Table 2. Propagation of \( m \) values (belief functions) in the Markov tree in Figure 2. for node 1, 2, 3 and 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node's No</th>
<th>The frame of the node</th>
<th>( m )-values identified at the node</th>
<th>( m )-values at the node from contiguous node/nodes</th>
<th>the sum of ( m )-values at the node (obtained from combining ( m )-values in columns 3 and 4 using Dempster's combination rule)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ( \Theta_1 = {\text{VA,} \neg \text{VA}} )</td>
<td>( m_{1\text{Test}}(\text{VA})=0.2 ) ( m_{1\text{Test}}(\Theta_1)=0.8 ) ( m_{1\text{Test}}(\text{VA})=0.3 ) ( m_{1\text{Test}}(\Theta_1)=0.7 )</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>( m'<em>{1\text{Test}}(\Theta_1)=0.27 ) ( m'</em>{1\text{Test}}(\text{VA})=0.73 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ( \Theta_2 = [{\text{V,VA,PD}, \neg \text{V,VA,PD}}, {\text{V,VA,~PD}, \neg \text{V,VA,~PD}}] )</td>
<td>( m_2(\Theta_2)=1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{2\text{Test}}({\text{V,VA,PD}, \neg \text{V,VA,~PD}})=m'<em>{2\text{Test}}({\text{V,VA,~PD}})=0.7 ) ( m</em>{2\text{Test}}(\Theta_2)=m'_{2\text{Test}}(\Theta_2)=0.27 )</td>
<td>( m'<em>{2}(\Theta_2)=0.27 ) ( m'</em>{2}(\text{V,VA,PD})=0.73 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ( \Theta_3 = [{\text{V,PD}, \neg \text{V,PD}}, {\text{V,~PD}, \neg \text{V,~PD}}] )</td>
<td>( m_3(\Theta_3)=1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{3\text{Test}}({\text{V,PD}, \neg \text{V,~PD}})=m'_{3\text{Test}}(\Theta_3)=0.27 )</td>
<td>( m'<em>{3}(\Theta_3)=0.27 ) ( m'</em>{3}(\Theta_3)=0.27 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ( \Theta_4 = [{\text{PD,} \neg \text{PD}} )</td>
<td>( m_{4\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=0.15 ) ( m_{4\text{Test}}(\Theta_4)=0.85 ) ( m_{4\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=0.2 ) ( m_{4\text{Test}}(\Theta_4)=0.8 ) ( m_{4\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=0.3 ) ( m_{4\text{Test}}(\Theta_4)=0.7 )</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>( m'<em>{4\text{Test}}(\Theta_4)=0.48 ) ( m'</em>{4\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=0.52 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general this node contains 8 elements: \([\{\text{V,VA,PD}, \{\text{V,VA,~PD}\}, \neg \text{V,VA,PD}, \neg \text{V,VA,~PD}\}, \{\text{V,~VA,PD}, \{\text{V,~VA,~PD}\}, \neg \text{V,~VA,PD}, \neg \text{V,~VA,~PD}\}\] But according to “AND” relationship \( \{\text{V,VA,PD}, \neg \text{V,VA,PD}\}, \{\text{V,~VA,PD}, \neg \text{V,~VA,~PD}\}, \{\neg \text{V,VA,PD}, \neg \text{V,~VA,PD}\} \) elements are impossible. For that reason the corresponding non zero elements are \([\{\text{V,VA,PD}, \{\text{V,~VA,PD}\}, \neg \text{V,VA,~PD}, \neg \text{V,~VA,PD}\}\] Table 3. Propagation of \( m \) values (belief functions) in the Markov tree in Figure 2 for node 5, 6 and 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Frame of the node</th>
<th>( m )-values defined at the node</th>
<th>( m )-values at the node from neighboring node/nodes</th>
<th>the total ( m )-values at the node (obtained from combining ( m )-values in columns 3 and 4 using Dempster’s combination rule)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. ( \Theta_5 = [{\text{V,PD,RO}, \neg \text{V,~PD,RO}}, {\text{V,~PD,RO}, \neg \text{V,PD,RO}}, {\text{V,~PD,~RO}, \neg \text{V,~PD,~RO}} )</td>
<td>( m_{5\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{5\text{Test}}({\text{V,PD,RO}, \neg \text{V,~PD,RO}})=m'<em>{5\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=0.52 ) ( m'</em>{5\text{Test}}(\Theta_5)=0.48 ) ( m_{5\text{Test}}(\text{V,~PD,RO})=0.73 ) ( m_{5\text{Test}}(\text{V,~PD,~RO})=0.3796 )</td>
<td>( m'<em>{5}(\text{V,PD,RO})=0.73 ) ( m'</em>{5}(\Theta_5)=0.27 ) ( m'_{5}(\text{PD})=0.48 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ( \Theta_6 = [{\text{V,RO,PD}, \neg \text{V,RO,PD}}, {\text{V,RO,~PD}, \neg \text{V,RO,~PD}}, {\text{V,~RO,~PD}, \neg \text{V,~RO,~PD}} )</td>
<td>( m_{6\text{Test}}(\text{RO})=1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{6\text{Test}}({\text{V,RO,PD}, \neg \text{V,RO,~PD}})=m'<em>{6\text{Test}}(\text{RO})=0.52 ) ( m'</em>{6\text{Test}}(\Theta_6)=0.48 ) ( m_{6\text{Test}}(\text{V,~RO,RO})=0.73 ) ( m_{6\text{Test}}(\text{V,~RO,~RO})=0.3796 )</td>
<td>( m'<em>{6}(\text{V,RO,PD})=0.73 ) ( m'</em>{6}(\Theta_6)=0.27 ) ( m'_{6}(\text{RO})=0.48 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ( \Theta_7 = [{\text{V,RO,PD}, \neg \text{V,RO,PD}}, {\text{V,RO,~PD}, \neg \text{V,RO,~PD}}, {\text{V,~RO,~PD}, \neg \text{V,~RO,~PD}} )</td>
<td>( m_{7\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{7\text{Test}}({\text{V,RO,PD}, \neg \text{V,RO,~PD}})=m'<em>{7\text{Test}}(\text{PD})=0.52 ) ( m'</em>{7\text{Test}}(\Theta_7)=0.48 ) ( m_{7\text{Test}}(\text{V,~RO,RO})=0.73 ) ( m_{7\text{Test}}(\text{V,~RO,~RO})=0.3796 )</td>
<td>( m'<em>{7}(\text{V,RO,PD})=0.73 ) ( m'</em>{7}(\Theta_7)=0.27 ) ( m'_{7}(\text{PD})=0.48 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6. $\Theta_8=\{(V,RO),(V,\neg RO),(-V,RO),(-V,\neg RO)\}$

$m_8(\Theta_8)=1.0$

$m_{\text{Test}10}(RO)=0.1$ $m_{\text{Test}10}(\Theta_8)=0.9$

$m_{\text{Test}11}(RO)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}11}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_{\text{Test}12}(RO)=0.2$ $m_{\text{Test}12}(\Theta_8)=0.8$

$m_{\text{Test}13}(RO)=0.2$ $m_{\text{Test}13}(\Theta_8)=0.8$

$m_{\text{Test}1}(RO)=0.15$ $m_{\text{Test}1}(\Theta_8)=0.85$

$m_{\text{Test}2}(RO)=0.4$ $m_{\text{Test}2}(\Theta_8)=0.6$

$m_{\text{Test}9}(RO)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}9}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_8(\Theta_8)=0.1296$

$m_7(RO)=0.85$

$m_7(\Theta_8)=0.15$

7. $\Theta_7=\{EO,\neg EO\}$

$m_{\text{Test}3}(EO)=0.4$ $m_{\text{Test}3}(\Theta_7)=0.6$

$m_{\text{Test}6}(VA)=0.2$ $m_{\text{Test}6}(\Theta_1)=0.8$

$m_{\text{Test}7}(VA)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}7}(\Theta_1)=0.7$

$m_{\text{Test}8}(VA)=0.1$ $m_{\text{Test}8}(\Theta_1)=0.9$

$m_7(EO)=0.7$

$m_7(\Theta_7)=0.3$

8. $\Theta_8=\{RO,\neg RO\}$

$m_{\text{Test}6}(RO)=0.1$ $m_{\text{Test}6}(\Theta_8)=0.9$

$m_{\text{Test}7}(RO)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}7}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_{\text{Test}8}(RO)=0.2$ $m_{\text{Test}8}(\Theta_8)=0.8$

$m_{\text{Test}9}(RO)=0.2$ $m_{\text{Test}9}(\Theta_8)=0.8$

$m_{\text{Test}10}(RO)=0.15$

$m_{\text{Test}11}(RO)=0.85$

$m_{\text{Test}12}(RO)=0.4$ $m_{\text{Test}12}(\Theta_8)=0.6$

$m_{\text{Test}13}(RO)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}13}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_8(\Theta_8)=0.1296$

9. $\Theta_9=\{(EO,RO),(EO,\neg RO),(-EO,RO),(-EO,\neg RO)\}$

$m_{\text{Test}3}(EO)=1.0$

$m_{\text{Test}6}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_{\text{Test}7}(VA)=0.2$ $m_{\text{Test}7}(\Theta_1)=0.8$

$m_{\text{Test}8}(VA)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}8}(\Theta_1)=0.9$

$m_{\text{Test}9}(VA)=0.1$ $m_{\text{Test}9}(\Theta_1)=0.7$

$m_{\text{Test}10}(VA)=0.05$

$m_{\text{Test}11}(VA)=0.4$ $m_{\text{Test}11}(\Theta_8)=0.6$

$m_{\text{Test}12}(VA)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}12}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_9(\Theta_9)=0.1296$

10. $\Theta_10=\{(E,EO,RO),(E,EO,\neg RO),(E,\neg EO,RO),(E,\neg EO,\neg RO)\}$

$m_{\text{Test}3}(\Theta_8)=1.0$

$m_{\text{Test}6}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_{\text{Test}7}(\Theta_1)=0.8$

$m_{\text{Test}8}(\Theta_1)=0.9$

$m_{\text{Test}9}(\Theta_1)=0.9$

$m_{\text{Test}10}(\Theta_1)=0.05$

$m_{\text{Test}11}(\Theta_8)=0.4$ $m_{\text{Test}11}(\Theta_8)=0.6$

$m_{\text{Test}12}(\Theta_8)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}12}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_{\text{Test}13}(\Theta_8)=0.3$ $m_{\text{Test}13}(\Theta_8)=0.7$

$m_9(\Theta_9)=0.1296$

## In general this node contains 8 elements: {\{(V,PD,RO),(V,PD,\neg RO),(V,\neg PD,RO),(\neg V,PD,RO),(V,\neg PD,\neg RO),(\neg V,PD,RO),(\neg V,PD,\neg RO),(\neg V,PD,\neg RO)\}}. But according to “AND” relationship (V,PD,\neg RO),(V,\neg PD,RO),(\neg V,PD,RO),(\neg V,PD,\neg RO) elements are impossible. For that reason the corresponding non zero elements are {\{(V,PD,RO),(\neg V,\neg PD,RO),(\neg V,PD,\neg RO),(\neg V,\neg PD,\neg RO)\}}.
Table 5. Propagation of m values (belief functions) in the Markov tree in figure 2 for node 11, 12, and 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Frame of the node</th>
<th>m-values defined at the node</th>
<th>m-values at the node from neighboring node/nodes</th>
<th>the total m-values at the node (obtained from combining m-values in columns 3 and 4 using Dempster’s combination rule)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>( \Theta_1 ) = { (E, EO, RO, CP), (E, EO, RO, -CP), (E, -EO, RO, CP), (E, -EO, RO, -CP) }</td>
<td>( m_1(\Theta_1) = 1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{101}(E, EO, RO, CP) = m_10(E, EO, RO) = 0.595 ) ( m_{101}(E, EO, RO, CP) = m_10(E, -EO, RO) = 0.255 ) ( m_{101}(E, EO, RO, CP) = m_10(\Theta_1) = 0.045 )</td>
<td>( m_{11} = m_101(E, EO, RO, CP) = 0.595 \times 0.56 = 0.3418 ) ( m_{11} = m_10(E, -EO, RO, CP) = 0.255 \times 0.56 = 0.1444 ) ( m_{11} = m_10(\Theta_1) = 0.045 \times 0.25 = 0.01125 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>( \Theta_2 ) = { CP, -CP }</td>
<td>( m_{12} = 0.2 )</td>
<td>( m_{12} = m_{101}(CP) = 0.56 )</td>
<td>( m_{12} = m_{101}(CP) = 0.56 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>( \Theta_3 ) = { (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO), (E, RO) }</td>
<td>( m_1(\Theta_3) = 1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{13}(E, RO) = 0.8092 ) ( m_{13}(E, RO) = 0.8092 ) ( m_{13}(E, RO) = 0.1122 )</td>
<td>( m_{13}(E, RO) = 0.8092 ) ( m_{13}(E, RO) = 0.8092 ) ( m_{13}(E, RO) = 0.1122 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In general this node contains 13 elements: \( \{(E, EO, RO, CP), (E, EO, RO, -CP), (E, -EO, RO, CP), (E, -EO, RO, -CP), (E, EO, RO, CP), (E, EO, RO, -CP), (E, -EO, RO, CP), (E, -EO, RO, -CP), (E, EO, RO, CP), (E, EO, RO, -CP), (E, -EO, RO, CP), (E, -EO, RO, -CP)\} \). But according to “AND” relationship \( (E, EO, RO, CP), (E, EO, RO, CP), (E, -EO, RO, CP), (E, -EO, RO, CP) \) elements are impossible. For that reason the corresponding non-zero elements are \( \{(E, EO, RO, CP), (E, EO, RO, CP), (E, -EO, RO, CP)\} \).

Table 6. Propagation of m values (belief functions) in the Markov tree in Figure 2, for node 14 and 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Frame of the node</th>
<th>m-values defined at the node</th>
<th>m-values at the node from neighboring node/nodes</th>
<th>the total m-values at the node (obtained from combining m-values in columns 3 and 4 using Dempster’s combination rule)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>( \Theta_4 ) = { (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO), (E, V, RO) }</td>
<td>( m_1(\Theta_4) = 1.0 )</td>
<td>( m_{10}(E, V, RO, -)(E, -V, RO)) = 0.8092 ) ( m_{10}(E, V, RO, -)(E, V, RO)) = 0.8092 ) ( m_{10}(E, V, RO, -)(E, V, RO)) = 0.1296 ) ( m_{10}(E, V, RO, -)(E, V, RO)) = 0.0588 ) ( m_{10}(E, V, RO, -)(E, V, RO)) = 0.0198 )</td>
<td>( m_{14}(E, V, RO) = 0.8092 \times 0.3796 = 0.3116 ) ( m_{14}(E, V, RO) = 0.8092 \times 0.1296 = 0.1065 ) ( m_{14}(E, V, RO) = 0.1122 \times 0.3796 = 0.0426 ) ( m_{14}(E, V, RO) = 0.0588 \times 0.3796 = 0.0222 ) ( m_{14}(E, V, RO) = 0.0198 \times 0.3796 = 0.0074 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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\[
(\sim V, RO) = 0.1404 \\
m(\emptyset_{14}) = m_{14}(V, RO) + m_{14}(E, V, RO) + m_{14}(E, \sim V, RO) + m_{14}(\sim E, V, RO) = 0.3504 \\
m(\emptyset_{14} = \theta_{14}) = 0.1296
\]

\[
m(\emptyset_{14}) = 0.3504 \\
m_6(\emptyset_{14}) = 0.0588 * 0.3504 = 0.0206 \\
m(\theta_{14}) = 0.1296
\]

\[
m(\emptyset_{14}) = (0.0198 * 0.3504) = 0.0069 \\
m(\emptyset_{14}) = (0.0588 * 0.1404) = 0.0083
\]

\[
m(\emptyset_{14}) = (0.0198 * 0.1296) = 0.0026
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Theta_{15} &= \{(E, V), (E, \sim V), (\sim E, V), (\sim E, \sim V)\} \\
m(\Theta_{15}) &= 1.0 \\
m(\emptyset_{15}(E, V)) &= m(\emptyset_{14}(E, V, RO)) = 0.4633 \\
m(\emptyset_{15}((E, V),(E, \sim V))) &= m(\emptyset_{14}(E, V),(E, \sim V)) = 0.4722 \\
m(\emptyset_{15}((E, V),(\sim E, V))) &= m(\emptyset_{14}(E, V),(\sim E, V)) = 0.0467 \\
m(\emptyset_{15}(\Theta_{14})) &= m(\emptyset_{14}(\Theta_{14})) = 0.0178
\end{align*}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Frame of the node</th>
<th>m-values defined at the node</th>
<th>m-values at the node from neighboring node/nodes</th>
<th>the total m-values at the node (obtained from combining m-values in columns 3 and 4 using Dempster’s combination rule)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>(\Theta_{15} = {(E, V), (E, \sim V), (\sim E, V), (\sim E, \sim V)} )</td>
<td>(m(\Theta_{15}) = 1.0)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}(E, V)) = m(\emptyset_{14}(E, V, RO)) = 0.4633)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}(E, V)) = 0.4633)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(E, \sim V), (\sim E, V), (\sim E, \sim V)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}((E, V),(E, \sim V))) = m(\emptyset_{14}(E, V),(E, \sim V)) = 0.4722)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}((E, V),(\sim E, V))) = m(\emptyset_{14}(E, V),(\sim E, V)) = 0.0467)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}((E, V),(\sim E, V))) = m(\emptyset_{14}(E, V),(\sim E, V)) = 0.0467)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\sim E, V)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}(\Theta_{14})) = m(\emptyset_{14}(\Theta_{14})) = 0.0178)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}(\Theta_{14})) = m(\emptyset_{14}(\Theta_{14})) = 0.0178)</td>
<td>(m(\emptyset_{15}(\Theta_{14})) = m(\emptyset_{14}(\Theta_{14})) = 0.0178)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general this node contains 8 elements: \(\{(I, E, V), (I, E, \sim V), (I, \sim E, V), (I, \sim E, \sim V), (\sim I, E, V), (\sim I, E, \sim V), (\sim I, \sim E, V), (\sim I, \sim E, \sim V)\}\). But according to “AND” relationship \((I, E, \sim V), (I, \sim E, V), (I, \sim E, \sim V)\) elements are impossible. For that reason the corresponding non zero elements are \(\{(I, E, V), (\sim I, E, V)\}\) and \(m(\emptyset_{15}) = 0.79\).
### Table 8. The audit procedures used in Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audit Procedure</th>
<th>Audit Test Number</th>
<th>Inventory Account Procedures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B 1.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monitoring the client’s physical inventory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| B 2.            |                   | Discuss the procedures of inventory valuation which are applied by the client for identifying:  
- any alterations in particular products,  
- any alterations in production procedures,  
- any alterations in accounting and/or cost accounting policies and their effects on inventory valuation  
- observation of methods which are aggregate inventory items’ cost,  
- observation of client’s inventory pricing policies and procedures  
- observation of physical conditions of inventory |
| A 3.            |                   | Investigate the clients’ clerical correctness of the physical inventory summary;  
- make a trace test for inventory summary  
- make a comparison between the tag or count sheet check numbers acquired during the observation to these employed to gather the inventory summary  
- examine any tags or count sheets added or removed  
- reconcile the physical inventory summary to the general ledger account balance  
- examine and state critical reconciling items |
| A 4.            |                   | Revise the physical inventory list and decide individually important items of raw materials, work-in-process and finished products;  
- determine individually significant amounts  
- review prior history of costing errors and misstatements  
- review SAS No.96 audit documentation requires |
| D 5.            |                   | Test the cost of products and raw materials;  
- to the extent considered necessary, vouch the cost to the most recent vendor invoices for the period of the audit  
- decide if freight discounts and allowances are steadily handled when calculating the cost of the inventory  
- investigate similar products codes  
- relate the costs of other untested items to prices used for the same item in prior years.  
- enquire if future purchase costs of any significant products will be decreased. Shortly test replacement costs on the items tested by investigating current purchase price list or invoices for purchases after year end  
- evaluate the net realizable value of purchased finished goods by reference to current sales prices for the products (disposition cost should be deducted from the sales price before making the comparison to cost)  
- decide if the valuation method is in accordance with GAAP, consistently applied. |
| D 6.            |                   | Test the costs;  
- determine the cost accounting system, a job order system or process cost system. (decide the source documents employed to calculate finished goods costs)  
- for finished goods picked for testing acquire a copy of a recent job order or process production report for the produce of the item  
- investigate quantities of raw material and labor charged during manufacturing to pertinent supporting documents such as bills of material, requisition forms, time cards, etc  
- confirm the cost of material to the raw material inventory summary or to vendor invoices  
- confirm the labor hours and rates to payroll records. |
| D 7.            |                   | Test the pricing of inventory;  
- document the sampling plan, comprising the items chosen.  
- assess the outcomes and project the misstatement |
| D 8.            |                   | Decide whether allowances have been made for scrap, obsolete, unsalable, slow-moving, or overstocked items;  
- decide the client’s procedure for identifying potential problems  
- compare the observation of physical inventory count to the final inventory listing  
- review perpetual records, sales analyses, and other information to determine actual usage of the items during the year  
- review old or inactive jobs and determine whether individual items are properly valued based upon potential market value.  
- compare the prior year listing of obsolete items to the final inventory listing of the current year to decide that prior year valuations have not been raised.  
- examine and interpret any unusual exceptions |
| B 9.            |                   | Trace all shipping and receiving transactions selected for testing during the inventory observation to the appropriate journals or detail lists of accounts payable |
C 10. From a review of bank confirmations, debt confirmations, directors’ minutes and inquiry of management, determine that these transactions are reported appropriately in the period to which they apply.

C 11. The determination to employ supplement procedures should be based on a consideration of whether information acquired or misstatements identified by performing substantive tests or from other sources during the audit alter your judgement about the need to acquire a further understanding of control activities, the assessed level of risk of material misstatements (whether caused by error or fraud), and on an evaluation of whether the basic procedures have been adequate to accomplish the audit objectives. Attach audit program sheets to document supplement procedures;
- intercompany profit
- retail inventory method
- LIFO inventory method.
- inventory tested at an interim date.

C 12. Take into account whether procedures performed are sufficient to reply to identified fraud risk factors;
- Specific replies to identified fraud risk factors are addressed in individual audit programs

C 13. Take into account whether the results of audit procedures demonstrate reportable conditions in internal control and, if so, add to the memo of points for the communication of reportable conditions.

Source: http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/~yushaoch/inventory%20program.doc.

4. Discussion
In this study, we illustrated the aggregation of the audit evidence based on belief function approach for inventory account auditing and we discussed a general scheme for aggregating information that were presented by audit evidence. For this purpose, we used a real audit case’s file data in Turkey. We reviewed auditors’ works and created an evidential network for propagating beliefs. We followed three steps in this study. The first step deals with identifying the variables based on audit files. The second step deals with designing a Markov Tree which represents propagating m values. The third step deals with the implementation of data and comparison of the results. We discussed our results with auditors and we reviewed auditors’ report which gives auditors’ professional judgements. As a result of this study, the auditors accepted our results which reflect their audit opinions. We also argued how the auditors can use our evidential network for audit planning and how the auditors can use our study to achieve their confidence level’s target for the audit risk.

In general, the organization of audit evidence can be illustrated by a network. In this network each audit evidence reflects the level of supports on one objective of an account. The overall belief that an audit objective reflects auditors’ professional judgement for an account or financial statements. In other words, we can use belief function framework as a helpful tool in audit works. Using of a belief function approach in audit may make the audit process more effective. We believe that our evidential scheme will provide more effective and efficient audit opportunity and our scheme makes a valuable contribution to the auditing literature.

In this study, we have several limitations for simplicity. For example, we didn’t use mixed evidence which represents different contrary level of supports for different management assertions at the same time. We used Dempster’s combination rule. We assumed all audit objectives have equal importance. Since assigning different amounts of evidence to support their audit objectives is another study scope, researchers may study on this subject in their future studies. We followed the audit file and examined a manufacturing company’s accounts. However, these ones may not be true in auditing context. For example, the auditors can assign more complex m values for using of mixed evidence. We know Dempster rule is an ineffective way for conflict of audit evidence. In real world situation, an audit aim can be more significant than another audit aim/aims. We have not discussed the appropriateness of audit procedures that auditors applied and different company structures that may have different characteristics that may effect evidential network.
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